The Ammonia Energy Association (AEA) was founded in 2004 to promote the responsible use of ammonia in a sustainable economy. Our mission encompasses both the decarbonization of ammonia production and the use of low-emission ammonia as a fuel and energy carrier to decarbonize other sectors. AEA is committed to enabling the global ammonia value chain to achieve net-zero by 2050.

Twenty years since its founding, AEA is now a global trade association whose 250+ corporate members represent the full value chain of ammonia across multiple sectors. We work with our member companies and partner organizations to share knowledge, foster collaboration, develop key programs, and engage in advocacy with industry, policy-makers, and the public to promote the safe and sustainable adoption of low-emission ammonia.

Knowledge Stewardship
• Creating, collecting, organizing, and disseminating relevant information;
• Educating via publications, presentations, and events.

Collaboration
• Providing opportunities for member companies and partner organizations to connect and collaborate.

Program Development
• Developing strategic programs that unlock potential for ammonia energy, including:
  • Establishing an Ammonia Certification System,
  • Sharing and amplifying best practices around safety and identifying gaps.

Advocacy
• Promoting the continued safe use of ammonia, from production and storage through transportation and end use;
• Engaging with governments, regulatory bodies, and intergovernmental agencies.

Learn more about AEA’s principles.
Message from AEA President

In 2023, the Ammonia Energy Association (AEA) experienced remarkable growth, reaching 252 corporate members from 36 countries around the world. While membership revenues support most of our work, we also strengthened the association by diversifying our income sources to include our programs, especially the successful members-only 20th Annual Conference in Atlanta. This growth enabled us to significantly expand our activities and impact, making tremendous investment in our flagship project, a global certification system for ammonia. We persist in our mission to benefit our members and the global community.

Our global reach in 2023 extended to Brussels, Tokyo, Santiago, Cairo, Canberra, Chicago, and Washington D.C. and impressive work engaging with the International Maritime Organization. In October, I presented in São Paulo about “Ammonia – the Green Oil of the Future.” Around the world, the governments of countries like Brazil are making a commitment to sustainability and recognizing a critical role for ammonia energy.

New import/export infrastructure was announced everywhere – Japan, Korea, the Middle East, Europe, the USA, Africa, and Latin America – suggesting that the global trade of low-emission ammonia is ready to take off. While there are still some obstacles with offtake agreements, the pathway forward is becoming clearer: ammonia can be a global fuel of the future, replacing oil and gas.

I would like to thank the staff and all the AEA members who participated in our committees and working groups, as well as our partners supporting our work. I’m looking forward to continuing to create additional value for our members and make our business goals of clean ammonia more realistic, faster, and more economical.

Thank you very much for your support,

Hans Vrijenhoef
President
Message from AEA Executive Director

In 2023, AEA achieved several major milestones: we published our Carbon Footprint Methodology for the ammonia certification initiative, we hosted our 20th Annual Conference – our largest yet, and our first member-only conference – and we passed 250 members, connecting companies from around the world and across the value chain.

But much of our work was quieter, behind the scenes.

No opportunity illustrates the AEA’s value proposition better than the potential to adopt ammonia as a maritime fuel. A real debate exists today around future fuel choices in the maritime sector. The speed and scale with which ammonia will be adopted safely as a maritime fuel is being decided today, and these near-term choices may define the long-term opportunity for ammonia energy in the net-zero economy. The following pages illustrate some of the ways the AEA created real impact for our members in 2023, through the lens of the maritime sector.

The AEA plays a unique role, amplifying critical data and insights from our members and partners, and driving forward our own programs. While much of the focus for our certification program has been on supporting alignment between regulations in the EU and South East Asia, the biggest market will likely be maritime, and the biggest regulator the IMO.

There’s a lot of work ahead of us – and a world of opportunity.

Trevor Brown
Executive Director
Knowledge Stewardship

The AEA’s work is most visible through our newsletter, articles, presentations, webinars, and website. This public material is available to everyone looking for information about ammonia – our 20-year archive of relevant and practical knowledge has enabled the world to understand and embrace the concept of ammonia energy. It isn’t surprising that our most-read newsletter article in 2023 was on maritime engine deployments.

Beyond making good information accessible, the AEA leverages this knowledge to deliver impact – amid all the noise, we aim to amplify what needs to be heard. Three of our workstreams evolved to new heights in 2023:

**Webinars:** As ammonia energy projects move towards implementation, the questions facing our members and other stakeholders have grown more granular. In February, we hosted a webinar about ammonia’s environmental impacts with the Environmental Defense Fund, Ricardo, and Lloyd’s Register Maritime Decarbonization Hub to unpack *Ammonia at Sea: exploring the potential impact on marine ecosystems*. In November, we dug into the other side of the safety issue with the Maersk McKinney Moller Center for Zero Carbon Fuels and Lloyd’s Register Maritime Decarbonization Hub to explore *Recommendations for Design and Operation of Ammonia-Fuelled Vessels Based on Multi-disciplinary Risk Analysis*. By amplifying progress on hazard identification and mitigation, we support the safe implementation of ammonia as a maritime fuel.

**Market Intelligence:** AEA’s market intelligence database contains more data than most: it counts 279 low-emission ammonia plants operational or in development around the world at the end of 2023, representing more than 292 million tons of low-emission ammonia capacity. While access to this database is a member benefit, AEA staff leverage this data to promote our members’ interests.
Conference: Our ability to amplify important information was perhaps most visible in our conference programming. In August, at our fifth annual Ammonia Energy APAC Conference, our keynote speaker was Sanjay Kuttan, Chief Technology Officer of the Global Center for Marine Decarbonization, who presented us with early results from their study into ammonia bunkering in Singapore, *Ammonia as marine fuel: Risk awareness vs risk adversity*. At our 20th Annual Conference, we hosted two separate workshops digging into safety regulations for ammonia: one around tank terminals at ports (PGS-12 in the Netherlands), and another exploring how pilots and demonstrations form the evidence-base for the development of a code for ammonia fuel at the International Maritime Organization.

Collaboration

Our Annual Conference was a tremendous success, with more than half of our global member companies joining together for three days of member-only discussion and collaboration. Our event is a town hall, filled with the voices of industry experts and equals. The spirit of community and constructive dialogue that we experienced in Atlanta was second to none.

We observed an increasing number of media releases announcing partnerships between our member companies – members linking up with one another, around the world and across the value chain.

Program Development

Certification: With one-quarter of our members engaged in the AEA’s certification working group, this initiative was our primary focus in 2023. We began work on the Carbon Footprint Calculation Methodology in January, and we published the finished document in November. We developed three other key documents during the second half of 2023: the System Document, the Procedures Document, and the Auditor Checklist – essentially completing the design phase of the initiative. In 2024, these documents will be reviewed and refined, and the system design will be tested in case studies – all in preparation for pilot operation of the certification system in 2025.
Advocacy

In late 2022, the AEA Certification Committee established a set of design principles for the certification initiative, defining our objectives: to enable differentiation in the marketplace for low-emission ammonia, to facilitate cross-border trade, to enhance credibility throughout the supply chain, and to support alignment between multiple certification schemes, standards, and regulations.

Throughout 2023, staff advocated for these principles through partnerships and dialogue with strategic global organizations. A few highlights include:

**JANUARY**

International Renewable Energy Agency (IREA) published *Creating a Global Hydrogen Market: Certification to enable trade*. Staff wrote sections of the text and provided feedback on the draft of the document, which “identifies gaps that will hinder the development of hydrogen certification across borders.”

**APRIL**

International Energy Agency (IEA) published *Towards hydrogen definitions based on their emissions intensity*. Staff participated in the inception workshop and provided feedback on the draft document. This report launched what has become a global embrace of the AEA’s technology-neutral position in certification and standards: moving away from differentiating products based on “blue” versus “green” technology pathways and towards clear quantification of emissions intensity.

**JUNE**

AEA staff were at the International Maritime Organization (IMO) ISWG meeting, in advance of MEPC80, presenting our members’ case for well-to-wake accounting with a formal submission from the International Bunker Industry Association (IBIA), which we co-authored with Methanol Institute, European Biodiesel Board, and European Biogas Association – demonstrating to the IMO a powerful consensus between all future fuels.

**OCTOBER**

Global Maritime Forum’s October 2023 report, *Climate Action in Shipping, Progress towards Shipping’s 2030 Breakthrough* builds its conclusions on AEA’s market intelligence data. Our support went beyond providing the data to explaining the data: demand for low-emission ammonia won’t be shared equally between existing fertilizer markets and future energy markets. This insight influenced fuel availability projections to increase confidence in ammonia as a maritime fuel.

**DECEMBER**

At COP28, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) officially launched its *TS 19870* for hydrogen technologies, which aims to provide a “trusted international methodology for assessing the greenhouse gas emissions of hydrogen pathways,” including ammonia and other derivatives. In 2024, AEA is working with the ISO working group to develop a case study that shows the alignment between the ISO technical specification and the AEA certification system.
Continued revenue growth in 2023 shows an increase in the percentage of non-dues revenue compared to prior years. This positive impact in the 26% came from AEA hosting its Annual Conference independently. By doing so, AEA has greater control over the conference logistics, enabling us to deliver a conference that truly meets our members’ needs.
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PLATINUM:
Amogy
bp
CF Industries*
Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners
CWP Global*
Denbury
Hy Stor Energy*
InterContinental Energy*
KBR*
LSB Industries*
Mitsui & Co.
Monolith Materials*
Nutrien*
OCI Global*
Reliance Industries*
Starfire Energy*
Yara*

SILVER:
AES
AirGas
Air Products
Ammonity
Argus Media
Avalon
BASF
Bechtel
Black & Veatch
Bloom Energy
Bureau Veritas
Burns & McDonnell
Casa dos Ventos
Clariant
CMA CGM SA
ControlRooms.ai*
Copernic Catalysts
CREADIS
CRU Group
CS Combustion Solutions
Cummins
Derby Partners
Duiker Combustion Engineers
Emitec Technologies GmbH
Enneus Energy
Enbridge
Envision Group*
European Institute for Energy Research (EIFER)
Fertiberia
Fidelis New Energy
First Ammonia
Flexens
Fujitsu Research of America
FZU Zijn Hydrogen Energy
GenCell Energy
Granel Quimica
Green Hydrogen Canada Inc.
GTI Energy
Gunvor Group
H2Site
Heranus
HyFuels Holdings
Iberdrola*
HI Americas
Inherent Solutions Consult
Indú
ITOCHU Corporation
JERA
JGC Corporation
Johnson Matthey
Koch Fertilizer
Linde
LiquiChem
Lotte Fine Chemical
Lynas Rare Earths
Mabanaft
MAE Energy
Mitsui OSK Lines
Monobuoy SARL
Nel Hydrogen*
Oldendorff Carriers
Pani Clean
Pattern Energy
Savage Services
Schoeller-Bleckmann Nitec
Shell
Skeiron
Southern Devall
Stamicarbon
Starbulk Carriers
Stolthaven Terminals
Sunborne Systems
Switch2
Synergy Marine Pte Ltd.
Talos Energy
Technip Energies
Técnicas Reunidas
TotalEnergies*
TritenIAG
Tsubame BHB
UH2
Vesta Terminals B.V.
Woodside Energy
World Energy GH2

GOLD:
ACME Group*
AFC Energy
Air Liquide
Avina Clean Hydrogen
Baker Hughes
Casale*
Clean Hydrogen Works
Enex*
Eolion Energy
Equinor
Fortescue Future Industries
FuelPositive
Horizont Energy
Incitec Pivot
Indorama
Keppel Infrastructure*
LBC Tank Terminals
Maerk*
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Origin Energy*
Proton Ventures*
ReNew
S&P Global Commodity Insights
Tallgrass
Thyssenkrupp Uhde*
Topsoe*
Trammo
Trigon

MEMBERS:
8 Rivers
AB Achema
ACEN Australia
Advanced Ionics
Advanced Thermal Devices
AHEAD Energy*
alfanar
Alsys Group
American Tank & Vessel
Ammobio
Antea Group
ARCLES
Arhyze
Arizona Public Service
Ark Energy
AustriaEnergy
Authentic
Avada Energy
Axelis
Borden Ladner Gervais (BLG)
Brittany Ferries
B. Rock Consulting
C-Job Naval Architects
C-MACC
C-Zero
Captain Energy Ltd
Carbon-Neutral Consulting*
CDI Engineering Solutions
Chiyoda Corporation
Clearway Energy Group
Copenhagen Atomics*
Danso Shipping
DBI Fire and Security
Deloitte
DUBBI Pty Ltd.
Elevar Partners
Energy Estate
Energy Transfer
EnRUD Resources
Every Energy
Farm Synthesis
Fourth Tack
GASMAR
Globeleq
GoSolar
Greenfield Nitrogen
H2Carrier
HDR Inc.
Hiringa Energy
HMEL
Honeywell
Hunt Guillot & Associates
Ignis Group
Ingenium
Inpex Corporation
Ingenostrum
Ignis Group
EnRUD Resources
Energy Transfer
EnRUD Resources
Every Energy
Farm Synthesis
Fourth Tack
GASMAR
Globeleq
GoSolar
Greenfield Nitrogen
H2Carrier
HDR Inc.
Hiringa Energy
HMEL
Honeywell
Hunt Guillot & Associates
Ignis Group
Ingenium
Inpex Corporation
Ingenostrum
Ignis Group

* indicates representation on Board of Directors | Members as of 12/31/23.
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